BarcodesInc.com

Create a Better, Safer Hospital
for Patients and Professionals
Enhance hospital efficiency and patient experience with
leading-edge solutions

With demand for healthcare surging as labor availability dwindles, hospitals are facing a huge
challenge: delivering better care with fewer resources. How can it be done? The only way is through
smarter technology that simplifies tasks and makes the most of every resource. Only Barcodes, Inc.
offers the leading-edge technology that can help manage risks, meet targets, and improve efficiency
while providing the software and services to back it up.

Reimagine your hospital
• Rapid self-service kiosks for patients
• Streamline admissions
• Manage rooms and medical carts

• Eliminate whiteboards and manual tracking of patients and procedures
• Track specimens and monitor lab testing
• Contactless and efficient telehealth

Running a better hospital starts with you, but it can’t end there. Barcodes, Inc. delivers the top-tier services, software, and
technology needed to support your hospital and everyone who depends on it.

Empower everyone in your hospital
Improving healthcare for everyone from new patients to experienced professionals
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BarcodesInc.com
Barcodes: Solutions for Every Healthcare Challenge
Master healthcare hurdles with tools that keep you steps ahead for years to come

Experience Barcodes EDGE
• Admissions—Save staff time with sleek self-service kiosks
that speed up registration and payment

• Pharmacy—Let touchscreen monitors create efficiencies with filling
medication orders

• Lab—Manage testing equipment and track specimens with
more efficiency and integrity

• Warehouse—Access inventory data in warehouse areas

• Operating Room—Monitor scheduled procedures with
touchscreens that works with latex gloves

• Telehealth—Create a seamless experience for patient and clinician
using touchscreen computers

Unlock full-service support

I-SERIES

Design. Deploy. Support. As a global provider, our goal is to support you from
concept to completion, and beyond. Barcodes, Inc. has aligned with an
entire network of experts working in tandem to back you with tools that keep
you competitive without sacrificing quality care or patient safety.

Solution Design/Implementation
Implement comprehensive project management, mobile
technology support and onsite setup, installation and
replacement of technology

Device Support & Management
Leverage secure and detailed staging, kitting, and carrier activation,
device management services, plus Overnight Spare Pool, Repair and
Manufacturer RMA services to keep critical business running nonstop

Device-as-a-Service

Versatility when you need it most
Meet Elo’s line of I-Series Touchscreen Computers a rugged reliable all-in-one mobile tech solution perfect
for patients and healthcare workers alike. The I-Series
can track samples, verify patients, facilitate self-check-ins
and even asist with OR procedures. There is no better
way to bring your hospital into the 21st century than the
I-Series touchcreen.

End-User Services to Augment Staff

Enable a predictable OPEX model by bundling innovative
devices with a variety of services and software

Ensure end-users remain up-to-speed with
training solutions and 24x7 hardware and
software Help Desk support

Asset Management

Wireless Networking

Leverage strong business intelligence to manage
assets, tickets and get an overview of your assets

Securely run all devices on one, unified
wireless or carrier network—enjoy Wi-Fi site
survey, installation, carrier activation and
maintenance services

Fast-track hospital workflows
Leverage the Barcodes EDGE to optimize workflows with smart devices and services tailormade for your hospital environment. See for
yourself how this powerful portfolio keeps your hospital high-functioning, patient-centric, and completely transparent.

Tap into our team’s expertise—
request your free consultation today.
Phone : 833.413.0221
Emai l : learnmore@ barcodesinc.com
www.BarcodesInc.com

